
Week 4-2
Case study: n first prime numbers 



Swap





Swapping

t = a[i]
a[i] = a[j]
a[j] = t 



Creating method
//Has to be within the class {}
//Do not put it inside the main {}

public static void MyMethod(int c, String s)
{

//void - returns type of the method;
// void returns 
//MyMethod - Method name; same convention 
// as variable
//Purple stuff - Variables used as 
// arguments

}
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Prime numbers

A prime number is only 
evenly divisible by 1 
and itself



Prime number

For any prime p, we have,

For all numbers, i, from 2 to p-1:
p mod i is never 0

Therefore if p mod i for any i is 
0, p is not a prime
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N first

We want the n first prime



N first

Since we do not know the 
distribution of primes

Test if all numbers from 0 to 
infinity are prime, keep count of 
found primes until we reach n th 
prime. 





Prime numbers

So we want a method that can 
test if candidate i is a 
prime



N first

Since we do not know the 
distribution of primes

Test if all numbers from 0 to 
infinity are prime, keep count of 
found primes until we reach n th 
prime. 



N first

For i range(2,inf) while countPrime<n:
if i is Prime:
Increase countPrime
Save i
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Print the n first prime 
number 



Extras

• Write a method that takes a int number as 
input and returns an array of its digits.

• What is the largest prime < 1000 that can 
be described as a sum of primes. N.B. one is 
not a prime.



Resources

• Primes - http://www.mathsisfun.com/prime-
composite-number.html or http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prime_number

http://www.mathsisfun.com/prime-composite-number.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prime_number

